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By understanding how the angles of the forequarters and hindquarters affect the horse’s

movement, it becomes possible to determine the gaits the horse will naturally perform

based on that information. But keep in mind that other conformational factors play equally

important roles in determining gait—these are discussed through the remainder of this chapter.

• RUNNING WALK A horse with an open angle

between his shoulder and arm will take short-

to-medium length, high-lifting strides with his

forelegs (fig. 4.3). As he increases speed a

moment of suspension will appear between

one forefoot picking up and the other setting

down. This gives the impression he is “trotting

in front.” When this horse also has a closed

angle between his hip and thigh, he will have

a long, low, sweeping hind stride, giving the

appearance of “walking behind.” A horse that

appears to be “trotting in front and walking

behind” is performing a running walk (see 

p. 11).

• FOX TROT A horse with a closed angle

between his shoulder and arm will have mini-

mal stride height and a long stride length in

front, with little or no suspension between one

foot picking up and the other setting down

(fig. 4.4). He will, therefore, appear to be “walk-

ing in front.” The open angle between his hip

and thigh gives him a high stride height in

back, with short stride length, and there will be

a distinct period of suspension between one

hind foot picking up and the other setting

down. This gives the impression that he is “trot-

ting behind.” A horse that appears to be “walk-

ing in front and trotting behind” is performing

a fox trot (see p. 6).

How Forequarter and Hindquarter
Angles Affect Gait

4.3  This Tennessee Walking Horse mare’s

steep shoulder and vertical arm combine

for an open angle of 85 degrees in front,

indicating she will have moderate stride

height and stride length. There is a 70-

degree (closed) angle between the hip and

stifle, giving her a long, low stride behind.

This, combined with a short back, permits

the horse to stride deeply beneath herself

and perform a running walk with consider-

able overstride. Horses built so that their

body and legs form a box shape with long

legs and a short back are most likely to

have an overstride.
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4.4  (Top) The lovely Missouri Fox Trotting

stallion Prince Moon Beam has a 70-degree

(closed) angle in front, giving him a long, low

sweeping stride. The 90-degree angle

between his hip and stifle give him moderate

height of stride, with average length of stride.

A longer, lower stride in front with a shorter,

more lifting stride in back is the signature of

a true fox-trot gait.

4.5  (Middle) The nearly equal and moderate

angles in front (90 degrees) and behind (80

degrees) suggest this horse will rack with

moderate stride height and length in the

forehand, with a slightly less high and longer

stride behind.

4.6  (Bottom) Paso Fino means “fine step”,

which is a short-strided, low-slung gait. The

closed 70-degree angles of the fore- and

hindquarters indicate this Paso Fino will 

perform the “daisy-clipping” gait for which

the breed is known.

• RACK A horse with equal, or nearly equal,

angles in the forequarters and hindquarters

will have similar length and height of stride

in his front and hind legs (fig. 4.5). Such

horses perform a variation of the rack (see p.

12)—which particular variation is deter-

mined by whether the angles are closed,

open, or average. When closed, the gait will

be one with high (flashy) stride height and

short-to-medium stride length. Open angles

give the horse a long stride with minimal

lift—such horses are called “daisy clippers”

(fig. 4.6). Average angles result in moderate

stride height and stride length.
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Developing the Ability for Collection 

I call the next exercise “Conscious Collection” because it helps the rider be

very aware of his relationship to the horse when the horse is brought up to

and ridden in a light, collected frame. While this frame can be developed

using the simple half-halt techniques described earlier (see p. 159), devoting

time exclusively to developing roundness and collection helps the rider

focus more closely on the job at hand.

Exercise 4
CONSCIOUS COLLECTION 

Begin this work only when your horse is responding well to all parts of the

three exercises discussed previously. Start with the neck-stretching and

head-lowering exercises on a large circle or straight line. Use your seat and

legs to push the horse vigorously forward while shortening the reins to

encourage him to bring his head up to the bit and flex at the poll.

At a vigorous walk, perform several half-halts, taking up slightly more

rein with each one. Be careful not to “pump” the reins with your arms as this

negates the energy generated from the haunches with each stride. Instead,

give only a slight amount with your elbows and hands in time to the action

of the horse’s head. I tell my riding students to imagine they have a 3-inch-

long bungee cord tied to their elbow and their waist (see p. 193). This gives

you just enough latitude to be soft, but not so much as to defeat the purpose

of maintaining the horse in good form.

As you “catch and hold” the energy generated from the haunches to

your bridle, you will begin to feel the horse round-up through the back and

become lighter on the bit. Once you achieve this and maintain it for several

strides, lengthen the reins and allow the horse to stretch out.

Repeat this process two or three times, lengthening the time you ask

your horse to maintain collection each time you ride. At first, just a minute

or two is all that should be expected. Within a month, the young horse

might hold a good frame for eight-to-ten minutes at a time. Start at a dog
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As you “catch and

hold” the energy 

generated from the

haunches to your 

bridle, you will begin

to feel the horse

round-up through 

the back and become

lighter on the bit.
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walk and increase speed and collection to a working walk, and then proceed

to practice collection at a flat walk. During the horse’s third year you should

not yet attempt this exercise at a running walk or rack, as working in collect-

ed form in these saddle gaits takes months of conditioning and practice. Be

sure to mix up this position with lots of easy, slow walking (not collected)

because the horse may start to become tense if not permitted to relax and

stretch out intermittently.

Exercise 5
WORKING OVER POLES 

By the end of his third year you can begin to work your horse over poles. This

is useful because it helps prevent extremely lateral timing at the working and

flat walk—if your horse tends to be pacey, working him over poles helps

“square” him up. This exercise also teaches him to look where he is going and

to lift his legs high enough to clear obstacles without stumbling.

Again, use poles at least 10 feet long and heavy enough so your horse

can’t easily knock them around. Landscape timbers work well, and are easy

to acquire at any building supply or landscaping retailer. I space the poles

out approximately one-and-a-half times the length of the horse’s body, from

chest to point of buttock—on average, this is about a 10-foot distance.

Usually, this length accommodates your horse’s stride but if you find him

tripping often, or if he has to shorten stride as he approaches the poles,

experiment to discover the distance that works best (fig. 8.7).

Each time you approach the lineup of poles, give a strong half-halt. Your

horse will look down to see where to place his feet, which causes his back to

round and his neck to flex—actions that are beneficial. A word of caution:

If your horse tends to be “trotty,” limit this pole schooling to a working walk,

as riding fast over ground poles encourages diagonal gaits.

Exercise 6
ROLLBACK 

At a working walk, cue the horse to perform a 180-degree spin (turn)

toward the wall or rail. This turn brings the horse so close to the obstacle
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that to avoid running into it he is forced to “roll” his weight rearward and

pivot over his inside hind leg.

The rollback is an excellent exercise to help increase your horse’s bal-

ance, strength, and agility, and sets his body in an excellent frame for cor-

rectly performing his smooth saddle gaits. Like all schooling exercises, it

should be performed in both directions.

For a rollback to the left, position your horse 6 or 7 feet away from a

wall or rail on your left—leave just enough room so that he is forced, when

executing the turn, to shift his weight rearward and roll over his hindquar-
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• Hold one rein in each hand, focus on an

object on the right you want to turn toward,

and begin walking.

• Pull your horse’s nose toward the object with

your right rein with a leading rein (see p. 157)

while giving enough with the left rein to

permit the horse’s nose to turn to the right.

• Move your left hand forward, and lay the rein

across your horse’s neck halfway between

the withers and poll. Do not pull on the rein;

just lay it across his neck.

• Use your left leg slightly behind the girth to

“push” your horse to the right while keeping

your right leg passive at the girth.

• When the horse begins the turn, release

pressure on the right rein and continue

guiding him using only left rein and your leg

and seat aids. If he becomes confused, take

up your right rein again.

• Practice neck reining to the other side by

“mirroring” these aids.

Neck Reining

Most of the exercises suggested in this chapter must be performed using a direct rein,

(though you can neck rein your horse through a rollback). While a horse doesn’t need

to be taught to neck rein (indirect rein), it is a handy skill for him to have, especially when you

ride out on the trail. The neck rein is actually a combination of seat and leg aids, as well as

“guiding” the horse with a rein along his neck. To teach the neck rein to the right:

I like to practice neck reining on the trail where I use it to negotiate around practical objects—horses

learn faster if the exercise makes sense to them.This training becomes an unconscious practice, until

one day I just find myself holding the reins in one hand and expecting my horse to neck rein in what-

ever direction I want him to go!  
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ters through the turn. Ask for an active walk and

when you approach the end of the rail, cue strongly

for a halt (see p. 159). When your horse has stopped,

immediately use your right leg at the girth to “push”

the horse toward the wall while taking on your left

rein (which should be lowered to just above your

knee) to ask for a turn in that direction. Be sure to

release enough of your right rein to permit the turn.

(You may choose to neck rein through the turn—

see sidebar, p. 182.)

Immediately after the turn your horse will be in

excellent collected form, with a great deal of energy

coming from his hindquarters and a “lightened”

front end. This is an ideal time to ask for more

speed, in gait. You do so by maintaining contact on

the reins and vigorously pushing the horse forward

with your seat and legs as soon as he has made the

turn. Do not allow him to lose form or momentum.

Exercise 7
TEACHING TRANSITIONS 

Developing the horse’s ability to perform clean

transitions from one gait to another, in good form, and from specific cues,

is our next step. This begins in the horse’s fourth year. It requires a lot of

physical development and strength from the horse and attentive riding from

the rider to teach a horse to respond in this manner. You cue for the speed

you want by lengthening and shortening stride.

First, teach the horse to extend his stride on demand while maintaining

collection, without breaking the four-beat pattern of footfalls (fig. 8.8 A).

This causes the horse to smoothly transition up into a nicely collected,

smooth saddle gait. To smoothly transition down to a slower gait, teach him

to shorten his stride while still moving with engagement and forward ener-

gy. (Again, this collected work can be overdone, so give the horse regular
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8.7  Working over poles helps

even-up the timing of the

horse’s gait, makes him more

surefooted, and helps him

engage his haunches.
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breaks, allowing him to stretch out at a relaxing dog

walk with minimal contact on the bridle.) These exer-

cises can be practiced on the trails as well as in a more

structured environment.

Part One: Upward Transitions 

Move out at an active walk and ask the horse to col-

lect. Perform a half-halt or two to get the horse “coiled

for action.” Now energetically press the horse forward

with your seat and legs while using an easy give-and-

take action on the reins, in time with the motion of

the head and neck. Your shoulders should have some

roll. Don’t “pump” the reins, but allow them to active-

ly follow the action of the horse’s head and neck. You

don’t want to hinder this action because doing so cre-

ates tension throughout the horse’s body, making it

impossible for him to stay softly collected and relaxed.

If the horse breaks into the trot, or pace, or if he

maintains the correct pattern of footfalls but stiffens

up and loses his collected frame, try a half-halt to see

if you can recollect and correct him. If that doesn’t

work, bring him back down to walk and repeat the

exercise. If you practice diligently you’ll suddenly feel

as though you are effortlessly moving across the

ground at a speed that is definitely faster than a normal walk. When you

achieve this, allow the horse to remain at this gait and speed for a couple 

of minutes, just so he develops some neural and muscle memory from 

the experience.

Depending on your horse’s natural gait inclinations, this early gait will

likely be a flat walk or slow fox trot. At this point in training, developing

speed is not on the agenda—your goal is to teach him to respond to your

cues for collecting and extending stride. Speed is built from this foundation.
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8.8 A & B  Lengthening the

horse’s stride while maintain-

ing contact on the bridle is an

important element of training

for your horse’s best natural

gait (A). To slow the gait, main-

tain contact and increase col-

lection by giving less with

your seat and hands (B). This

shortens the horse’s stride, but

does not sacrifice good form.
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